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Motivation

Emergence of digital tokens issued by platforms:

Social media platforms (e.g., Tencent QQ, Facebook Libra)

Blockchain-based platforms (e.g., Ethereum, Filecoin)

Circulatible outside platforms (e.g., WeChat Pay and Alipay)

But some (e.g. Amazon) still prefer cash settlement.

Positive: token platform v.s. cash platform?

Normative finding:
1. issuing tokens can increase seignorage but hurt welfare;
2. regulations don’t always work, but they could when there is moral
hazard of investing cyber security.
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Basic Model



Environment

Consumers

consume retail goods in stage 1 w.p. σ

transacted on the platform w.p. α; off the platform otherwise

CRRA preference in stage 1 with η < 1; linear preference in stage 2

Cash platform

allows cash settlement and charges a proportional fee τt

Merchants

competitive; linear production in stage 1; linear preference in stage 2

Central bank

target it = i by lump sum transfers Υt to consumers



Consumer’s problem

Consumer’s value function with cash M:

Wt−1 (M) = max

ct−1 + β


σα
[
U (yt) +Wt

(
M ′ − Ptyt

1−τt

)]
+σ (1− α) [U (qt) +Wt (M ′ − Ptqt)]
+ (1− σ)Wt (M ′)




budget : ct−1 + φt−1M
′ = φt−1M + Υt−1,

on-platform CIA : M ′ ≥ Ptyt
1− τt

,

off-platform CIA : M ′ ≥ Ptqt .



Fee and the interest rate

Interest rate given by the no-arbitrage condition,

1 + i =
φt−1

βφt
.

Lemma:

Off-platform CIA always binds.

On-platform CIA does not bind iff τt > 1−
[

1 + i
σ(1−α)

]−1/(1−η).

A lower τt raises yt ;

but the total spending on-platform increases,

as long as CIA not binding

∴ A high interest rate limits the platform’s ability to collect fees



Cash platform design

Given the prob. of a cyber attack γ,

ΠC ≡ max
τt

∞

∑
t=1

(1− γ)t−1 βtασφtτt
Ptyt

1− τt

s.t. the consumer’s demand schedule of yt .

Proposition Optimal transaction fee and platform’s profits:

τ∗

τ̂

i

τ(i) ΠC(i)

ii∗ îi∗ î



Comparative statics

∂τt
∂i

∂qt
∂i

∂yt
∂i

∂ΠC

∂i
∂τt
∂α

∂qt
∂α

∂yt
∂α

∂ΠC

∂α

(a). i < i∗ 0 − 0 0 0 − 0 +

(b). i ∈ [i∗, ı̂] + − − − + − − ±
(c). i > ı̂ 0 − − − − ± ± ±



Tokens



Token platform

pays a setup cost κα to issue tokens for on-platform transactions

stands ready to redeem and sell tokens at et in the normal time

redeemable at btet in case of a collapse

Consumer’s problem:

Vt (M,K ) = max
qt ,yt


σα
{
U (yt) +Wt

(
M + etK − PT

t yt
1−τt

)}
+σ (1− α) [U (qt) +Wt [M − Ptqt + etK ]]
+ (1− σ)Wt (M + etK )

 s.t.

on-platform TIA : etK ≥
PT
t yt

1− τt
,

off-platform CIA : M ≥ Ptqt .



Token platform design

ΠT = −κα + max{π0 +
∞

∑
t=1

(1− γ)t−1 βt
tπt}

given the consumer’s demand schedule of real token kt = φtetKt and

π0 = β [1 + ρ1 − (1 + i) b1] k1

πt = (1− γ)

{
[σατt − (1− bt)] kt

+β [1 + ρt+1 − (1 + i) bt+1] kt+1

}
+ γσατtbtkt

and ρt =
et−1φt−1

βetφt
− 1 is the (shadow) interest rate of holding tokens



Token platform features

zero fees: τt = 0
- costly when b > 0, redundant when b = 0 by setting et

zero reserves: bt = 0
- costly when i > 0

why do not both? not good idea
- cash acceptance crowds out the demand for tokens

the platform maximizes consumer surplus extraction by adjusting the
appreciation rate of token price

- faster when γ is high (to cover consumers’ expected loss)
- slower when α is high (to extract surplus)



Equilibrium Business Model and Welfare



Equilibrium business model

Proposition ΠT > ΠC iff i > ιΠ (α, γ) which is a function decreasing in
α and increasing in γ.
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Equilibrium business model

Proposition ΠT > ΠC iff i > ιΠ (α, γ) which is a function decreasing in
α and increasing in γ.

Pros of tokens: insulates consumers from CIA and the associated
liquidity costs of using cash,

more consumer surplus to extract without levying transaction fees.

Cons: a token platform cannot free-ride on the cash system

Token platform is chosen when

i is high (liquidity is costly)

α is high (makes CIA more binding under a cash platform)

γ is low (tokens are expected to circulate longer)



How does issuing tokens matter?

Proposition When the platform chooses to issue tokens instead of
accepting cash,

on-platform consumption and social surplus go up,

off-platform consumption and social surplus go down,

seigniorage revenue goes down.



Welfare and Regulation

The welfare of this economy is defined as the discounted sum of utilities of
consumers, merchants and the platform,

Proposition WT <WC iff i < ιW (α, γ).

A cash platform is a socially optimal business model iff
i ≤ min

{
ιΠ (α, γ) , ιW (α, γ)

}
.

A token platform is a socially optimal business model iff
i ≥ max

{
ιΠ (α, γ) , ιW (α, γ)

}
.



Welfare and Regulation

Under-issue (over-issue) tokens when the platform fails to fully internalize
the social benefits (costs) of issuing tokens.

Does this justify reserve regulations?

Proposition Reserve requirement reduces welfare and profits on a token
platform. It enhances welfare only when the platform is induced to give up
(sub-optimal) token issuance.
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Resilience



Endogenous resilience and moral hazard

Each period, the platform invests in cyber security to contain the
attack

if investment ≥ κ̄, the platform fails w.p. γ

otherwise, fails for sure

Moral hazard problem: cyber security investment is private info,
giving rise to an IC constraint:

(1− bt) kt︸ ︷︷ ︸
not invest

≤ −κ̄ + (1− γ)ΠT︸ ︷︷ ︸
invest

Reserve holdings increase the platform’s “skin in the game”, relaxing
the IC constraint and allowing higher token issuance



Optimal platform design



Optimal partial reserve regulation
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Optimal to set bmin = 33% to induce the platform to supply more tokens
to increase welfare.



Endogenous Interoperability



Endogenous interoperability and circulatable tokens

The platform can issue “circulatable tokens” and provide payment services
outside the platform

Need to satisfy a minimum reserve ratio bmin (e.g., PBoC)

To simplify the analysis simple, we assume τt = 0

The platform’s problem becomes

ΠCT = −κα + max
kt

{
∞

∑
t=1

(1− γ)t−1 βt

1− γ (1− b)
[γ + ρt − (γ + i) b] k ′t

}



Platform choice

when i is low: accept cash

when i is high: issue tokens

- circulatable tokens for low bmin

- non-circulatable tokens for high bmin



Conclusion

Token issuance allows the platform to insulate platform activities from
costs associated with cash.

However, the equilibrium choice of business model is not necessarily
socially optimal.

When cyber security is endogenous, imposing a minimum reserve
requirement can sometimes improve welfare.

More in the paper

Alternative regulation: deposit insurance

Calibrating the model to match Amazon and Alipay

More comparative statics
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